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Project: Erosion control for an Icelandic beauty spot

Client: Local parks management

Contractor: University students

Summer 2009, the work was inspected by the main contractor 
In autumn 2009 levels were set and the gravel to lay the grids on 
way set and compacted, however because the ground was frozen, 
it was not possible to complete the job. 
 
April 2010, the work was commenced again, however due to the 
fact that the project was now dragging on, it was agreed that 
volunteers would undertake the project, supervised by the Park 
Wardens. 

Clover Lúðvíksson , park ranger who was a graduate from the 
department of environmental planning at LBHÍ took charge of the 
work 
Weekend 25 - 27 June ended with the completion of the main 
ground works. 
 
28th June, the volunteers arrived and began to figure out how to 
lay the grids, as this was their first attempt, it took some forward 
planning 
In the next section the bend in the pathway took some time to 
work out (we now have the unique curving grid which would make 
this task far easier), eventually the grids were pinned sown with 
steel rods made at the university engineering department.  

Excavation material was used to part fill the grids, this was 
compressed down, it was decided to part fill the grids with seeds 
and fertilisers. Annual ryegrass and red fescue was also sown in to 
the grids, soon a green tinge was noticed on the surface. 
The first group of volunteers left and it was some weeks before the 
next ones arrived. 
 
The volunteers were most pleased and pleasantly surprised at the 
speed at which the grids were laid, the strength of the surface and 
the overall aesthetics. Best points for them in this scenario: 
Grids provide a natural free draining surface 
Erosion on the National Park is ceased 
No wind damage to pathways 


